
Ragged Horizons - Hiking 
 
The lure of hiking lies in the ability to cover miles over any type of terrain, ranging from easy to 
rough, in a self-contained manner. It offers a feeling of independence from civilization, allowing 
the hiker an opportunity to explore, ponder and reflect. Distance covered on foot engenders a 
sense of wonder and fulfillment, providing respite from the beaten track.  
 
Hiking is perhaps the most accessible and well known of the outdoor adventure pursuits. Most 
people have done a hike at some time but here follows a basic introduction to this activity.  
 
EQUIPMENT: 
 
A staggering array of equipment is available but what are the essentials? Equipment selection 
will always distill into a blend of the following criteria: safety, comfort, reliability and 
performance. What you spend will determine the balance.  
 
Local sport marts offer brands that are most often a good value for money, but if you shop the 
online stores, you can sometimes get better deals on better gear. Shop Craigslist as well and 
don’t believe everything a store associate tells you. The more expensive equipment is often 
lighter and more hardwearing, and gear-heads will enjoy researching the topic, but don’t feel that 
you can’t get out there unless you have the best. Inexpensive gear will work well for all activities 
on this website.  
 
Clothing: For day and overnight trips take only what you need to match the weather report – 
short trips don’t require you to plan for four seasons or a wide range of emergencies.  
 
Primary considerations will be to avoid the extremes of sunburn/sunstroke and hypothermia. 
Cool cottons, a hat and possibly long sleeves will protect against the sun, but the same cottons if 
wet, can result in hypothermia. Layers of clothing are the best for protection against cold.  
 
Two layers of clothing over undergarments will protect against most cold hiking conditions in 
our bioregion. (The most severe cold will probably be experienced in the San Rafael Wilderness 
– from November the nighttime temperatures begin dipping into the twenties.) Wool or fleece is 
absorbent, retains insulation when wet and is fairly light and non-bulky. A waterproof outer layer 
is indispensible, also acting as a wind barrier on dry days. Wear a hat. 
 
Remember that at around 40 degrees Fahrenheit up to half of your body heat can be lost through 
your head. A beanie is worth its weight in gold, and any dry headgear is better than none in cold 
weather.  
 
Footwear: Some boots or hiking shoes are made for day walking, some for carrying a pack for 
two days and some for long distance mountaineering. What you buy depends on your 
requirements and budget, but the first two will be more than adequate for all activities on this 
site. When you size a boot, choose one size larger than your normal shoes. With laces undone 
and toes against the front, make sure you can easily slide an index finger in behind your heel.  
 



Take along a pair of sandals or crocs to wear around camp at night. Most of these trails can be 
done in athletic training shoes or regular walkers. Boots are heavier but provide added support 
for ankles, which can be important if carrying a pack.  
 
Backpacks: These range from sleek daypacks to 5,500 cubic inch camel humps. Determine what 
your need is before buying. If mom and dad are carrying food and more on an overnight trip with 
young hikers, the adults will probably need packs approaching the 5,500 cubic inch range, while 
the kids can use small daypacks. When it comes to weight, women and children should not carry 
more than one quarter of their body weight while men can try to set the mark at a third.  
 
Share the burden – some can carry food, others the mess kits and another the stove and/or water 
filter. Divide the tent into flysheet, poles and pegs, and main compartment.  
 
Kelty and JanSport make excellent external frame, adjustable backpacks for kids that can grow 
with them through the nine-through teens years. Active kids who enjoy hiking can probably 
carry light daypacks on overnight trails from the age of six, and their first external frame child-
size backpacks from the age of nine.  
 
The sizing of a backpack with frame for your height is important. When the point at which the 
shoulder straps are attached to the rucksack is in line with the highest cervical vertebrae (the 
most prominent neck vertebrae), the bottom of the hip belt should be in line with the top of your 
hips.” 
 
Your pack should sit high, close and snug to your back. Make sure it is adjustable so that you can 
get it to fit well. Look for a padded hip belt, a large main compartment with at least two outside 
pockets and possibly two interior compartments, the one at the bottom being used for a sleeping 
bag. Child packs generally have a single internal space. 
 
Sleeping Bag/Mattress: You get what you pay for. The warmth, weight and price will be 
determined by your requirements. A light summer bag will suffice for much of our weather but a 
three seasons bag would be better for fall and early spring trips. 
 
Down bags are lighter but more expensive. The other main difference between down and 
synthetic is that the latter will still keep you warm if it gets wet. A down bag does not insulate 
when wet. Consider our climate but also where else you might want to use the bag – will you 
perhaps go backpacking in the Sierras?  
 
A bag liner not only protects the interior of the less hardy down bags but can be used in any light 
summer bag to increase heat retention. Some kind of ground insulation is always worthwhile. 
Kids do fine with a cheap closed-cell foam mattress while adults may opt for the pricier but more 
comfortable self-inflating brands.    
 
Tent: This always proves to be a balancing act between weight, size and durability. Conventional 
wisdom says to aim for double walls with the outer being waterproof and the inner breathable, 
along with a sewn in floor and low profile, but sport marts often carry inexpensive, and 
surprisingly lightweight (less than four pounds for a two-person tent) single wall tents that will 



be adequate for these trips. These are cheap and will probably not stand up well to rain, and they 
don’t handle interior condensation well, but they are cheap and light, and can be used for biking, 
hiking and kayaking trips. You could also go with a simple tarp flysheet in good weather for the 
trips listed.   
 
Mess kit & Stoves: Light stoves, also called pocket rockets, a couple plates, cups and pots, and 
cutlery are all you need. We have used two of the least expensive sets for the last twenty years 
and it still serves our family well. (Two medium size saucepans, two small plates and two half-
cup size plastic mugs in a set.) Don’t forget a tin opener or multi-tool and a mess tin grip. 
 
Stove purchase can become something of a science when considering boil rate, fuel type and 
altitude, all of which might prove fascinating for the engineer in your family, but is fairly 
superfluous for our bioregion. As long as it produces a flame you will be fine – butane gas is the 
easy way to go.  
 
As a guideline a stove should boil a liter of water in three to six minutes and you will want to 
develop an idea of how much burn time your stove can produce on its standard fuel container. 
This becomes the single most important factor when feeding a hungry crowd. 
 
TECHNIQUE: 
 
Packing: Refer to the sketch for a clear picture of how to pack a backpack with comfort, balance 
and convenience in mind. Place rain gear, first aid kit and lunch in side pockets or on top. Pack 
heavy objects in the middle toward the bottom. Arrange other items according to need and 
weight in a uniform manner. Keep sharp objects away from your back and fuel in a sealed 
container. Pack water upright.  
 
Walking: A heavy pack affects balance and mobility. This takes a little getting used to. A steady 
rhythm is far more important than a speedy pace. This is especially true when going uphill or 
downhill. Slow is fine, as long as you keep forward momentum. 
 
Swing your legs comfortably from the hips, keep your arms balanced and relaxed, using them 
when you have to. Avoid jumps, over-striding and a jerky pace. Steps will lengthen or shorten as 
needed. You may find that when negotiating steep ground it helps to shift the majority of weight 
to your shoulder straps by cinching them in and loosening the hip belt. Some like to do that for 
downhills and the reverse for uphills, taking weight off the shoulders when climbing. The pack 
bounces less with each step if it is free of your hips. When climbing uphill, step out with your 
thighs rather than your calves. Use the whole foot and not just the ball of your foot. 
 
Pace: The average, moderately fit person can sustain three miles an hour on a flat surface such as 
a road. This drops to about two miles an hour with less than optimum effort. Add a pack and 
cross-country terrain and two to three miles an hour is fast, especially for kids. The writer’s 
children (ages seven to 12), who are active and outdoor-oriented, typically average about 1.5 
miles an hour when on a four to six mile hike. On a steep route, it can be tough to maintain a 
mile an hour with a pack.  
 



Rule-of-thumb for elevation gain: Add fourteen minutes to the time taken to walk that distance 
under normal walking conditions, for each 300 feet gain in height.  
 
Way Finding: Maintain a sense of where you are in relation to your destination, physical 
surroundings, and on a map. Don’t just head off into the wild blue yonder without a care. Most 
trails are marked but it is still easy to take the wrong route. Use a map on overnight trails until 
you know the route well. Orientate yourself in reality to where you are on the map, keep your 
bearings and show the kids how to do so as well. When following a marked trail, never take for 
granted that the next marker will be where it should, or that you will see where the trail goes. 
This is an easy way to get lost.  
 
Keep an eye on major features and check where the next water point may be, relating this to your 
group in minutes or hours. Be careful on steep slopes and never leave the path for a shortcut. 
Walk at a pace that accommodates the slowest member of your group. 
 
Plan regular stops, although not so frequently as to destroy rhythm. Take ten minutes every 30 or 
45 for example. Work in extra time for a lunch or other break. Adjust stops to weather changes 
and readjust if necessary.  
 
Other: Carry enough water to see you from creek to creek on a hot day. Filter water or use 
purification tablets. Drink small amounts continuously rather than large amounts at each stop. 
One of the first symptoms of dehydration is irritability – keep this in mind when the kids start 
snapping at each other! Don’t forget the sunscreen.  
 
As a fun project, teach your kids how to make a solar still.   
 
SAFETY: 
 
General: Make sure the group stays together. Appoint a leader and tail-ender. File an itinerary 
with someone at home and try to keep to it. Make a note of possible ‘escape’ routes. Consider 
scenarios – what will you do if a rattlesnake bites a child? Often this is simply a question of 
heading back the way you came, but there may be other important options. This thinking 
prepares you for any eventuality that might require an alternative route, especially if you are 
managing a group. Keep your original plans in mind, but remain flexible in adapting those plans 
to changing circumstances. Know how to summon help, and know where nearby forest stations 
are located. Learn basic first aid.  
 
If you are leading a group, aim for an adult to student ratio of one to eight or less.  
 
In really bad weather, rather hole up than wander around and get lost. Keep away from steep 
routes that appear to be getting steeper and if you have to send for help, try and keep two 
responsible people together. Use common sense, for example you might send the fittest person 
for help and keep someone with good first aid knowledge in the group. Try not to split up for as 
long as possible but if you do, discuss a possible timetable for ensuing events. 
 



Fires & Stoves: Avoid making a fire in all areas that do not have a purpose built fireplace and 
don’t burn your stove in a tent. Place it on a firm surface. Modern synthetics are highly 
flammable – this includes tents and clothes. Practice regular fire safety at all times.  
 
If you are caught in a brush or forest fire, keep the following in mind:  
- Find shelter in a rocky area or pool 
- Put on cotton or woolen clothing rather than synthetics. Wet these if you can. 
- If you have the time and it is needed, try to burn a firebreak to protect yourself. 
- Head downhill – fires burn much faster uphill because the wind generally blows that way and 
the flames preheat fuel before they reach them 
 
Lightning: If caught in an electric storm, get down any slopes, avoiding both the high and low 
point. Move to a point that is as far from the top of a ridge in a horizontal direction as what the 
vertical height is.  
 
Sit on your backpack and put your feet on a rolled up mattress. Stay away from cracks, 
lightening will run down a wet crack all the way to where you are. If in a forest, keep among the 
smaller trees or a group in which trees are even in height. Get away from open water, and any 
metal paraphernalia, rails, fences and pipes. If in a group, spread out from each other. 
 
Bivouacs: The English meaning of the word is “to camp in the open,” but the French translation 
is more ominous – “mistake.” In most cases survival depends on shelter from the wind, cold and 
wet, or sun. If you really get caught out and are in doubt about being able to reach your 
destination, rather ‘sit it out’ using these principles. 
 
-    If exhausted, make sure you eat something. 
-    If dry and out of the wind, sleep. 
-    If wet, get dry and warm. 
-    If you can’t get dry, and especially if alone, keep awake. 
-    Make sure a group keeps together and keep morale high.  
-    Keep the driest clothing close to your body. 
-    Emergency shelter is your greatest priority.  
 
Rivers & Flash Floods: There are a number of dangers related to river crossings. Foot entrapment 
in water deeper than knee depth, especially if you have a pack on can be the most innocuous 
when crossing a strongly flowing river. Keeping out of canyons altogether to avoid a flash flood 
might be the most obvious.  
 
If flowing strongly, do not attempt to cross anything that is deeper than your knees. Gauge the 
strength of the current and make your decisions accordingly. Rather wait or walk around than 
take chances. If you have to cross, follow these guidelines: 
 
- Loosen the hip belt on your pack if wading so that you can easily slip out of it.  
- Better yet, put your pack in a bag and swim it across if possible.  
- If you have to wade, do so as a group of three with arms on each other’s shoulders, forming a 

strong triangle.  



 
Select the best point to cross a river. The narrowest point may have the deepest and fastest 
current. Be wary of allowing untrained people to use ropes. Avoid tying a rope to anyone when 
crossing. Rather use a rope as a hand line, or use the ‘continuous-loop system.’ (Sketch: 
Maximum width of river limited to one third the length of rope.) 
 
Remove baggy clothes, face upstream and work with the current. If you lose your footing and 
find yourself having to swim, relax. Don’t fight the current, but rather swim aggressively for the 
nearest and safest bank.  
 
Steep Ground: This is a study more typical of classical mountaineering but some steep-slope 
knowledge incorporating rope work is worth mention.  
 
A 45-foot length of rope is considered adequate as a safety rope, but at least twice that is needed 
to traverse steep ground.  
 
When to use a Rope: 
 
-   When a slip could result in injury. 
-   When the terrain is so steep that a slip might occur. 
-   If the ability of the group crossing the slope requires it. 
-   When assisting someone in an emergency.  
-   If saving time is more important than the risk of the slope, do not use a rope. 
 
Remember:  
 
- It is easier to climb up than to climb down. 
- As it gets steeper on a descent you may have to turn to face the rock and go backwards.    
- When climbing, keep three limbs on the rock at any one time. 
- Use your legs and test the holds before applying weight. 
- If wearing a pack, a fall over three feet will likely produce injury 
 
Learn how to tie a figure 8 or other hitch knot, and a bowline.  
 
In outdoor programs, near misses occur more often than accidents. Near misses are generally 
more reflective of a program’s operating guidelines than are statistics of actual accidents or 
injuries. A program manager should collect information on near misses and adjust programs 
accordingly. This is part of the due diligence management process. The last thing a program 
needs in an accident defense is evidence that near misses and close calls occurred with relative 
frequency but were not acted upon by program staff. 
      
Risk Management for Outdoor Programs 
 


